Hot Beverage Cups

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Ideal for quick food service environments, these disposable paper cups are made using a moisture-resistant single polyethylene or a PLA lining which acts as a moisture barrier and prevents leaking and weakening of the paper. The white rolled rim provides rigidity and ensures a leak-resistant lid fit and the tapered base makes for easy stacking. Lighthouse Louisiana offers a variety of sizes in cold disposable cups.

ARE THE CUPS COMPLIANT TO GOVERNMENT SPECIFICATIONS?
Yes. A-A-2577B

DO YOU OFFER DIFFERENT SIZED CUPS?
Yes, our double poly cold cups come in various sizes: 5oz, 6oz, 8oz, 9.25oz, 10oz, 12oz, 16oz, 21oz, and 32oz.

WHAT ARE THE CUPS MADE OF?
They are made of compostable paper/paperboard.

ARE THE CUPS CONSIDERED “GREEN”?
Yes, our poly cups feature a 99% paper composition which may be commercially composted. PLA cups feature a bio-based lining that is 100% compostable and biodegradable. Meets FDA Title 21 Subchapter B. Made in the U. S. A.

DO THE CUPS COME IN A DIFFERENT COLORS?
Our cups come in a natural/tan and white color.

WHERE CAN I PURCHASE THESE CUPS?
Cups can be purchased through various channels:
- Authorized AbilityOne Distributor
- Base Supply Center
- AbilityOne Wholesaler
- Direct from Lighthouse Louisiana

ARE THE CUPS MICROWAVEABLE?
No, our cups are not intended for microwave usage.

sales@lighthouselouisiana.org

(504) 899-4501 ext.233